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Nintendo 3ds repair

Nintendo 3DS is a handheld gaming device that incorporates 3-D graphics without requiring special glasses. We have taken one apart to show you what is inside this game system. Nintendo 3DS is a handheld gaming device that incorporates 3-D graphics without requiring special glasses. You control
games on Nintendo 3DS through a combination of gamepad, buttons, circular pad and pen. The camera and microphone can also come into play. The game Face Raiders lets you take a picture of yourself which you then blast into tiny digital bits. The main circuitboard on the Nintendo 3DS contains chips
ranging from sensors to processors. This illustration shows how a parallax barrier - like the one found in the Nintendo 3DS - creates the illusion of a three-dimensional object without the need for glasses. This what nintendo 3DS's 3-D screen looks like with the protective covers removed. You can see the
speakers mounted on both sides of the screen. Nintendo 3DS introduces augmented reality gaming into the Nintendo experience with special cards. Nintendo 3DS and power cord. The Nintendo 3DS comes with a telescopic pen that sits tightly in the back of the device. Nintendo 3DS comes with multiple
cards designed for augmented reality games. You can see the two cameras on the back of the Nintendo 3DS - they let you take 3D images. The page view of the Nintendo 3DS - you can see the switches for Wi-Fi and the 3D features. On this page of the Nintendo 3DS you can see the SD card slot and
volume control. The back of the Nintendo 3DS is where you'll find the power port, cartridge jack, and pen socket. Bottom of Nintendo 3DS. Nintendo uses standard 00 Phillips-head. The right side of the Nintendo 3DS has the power button and standard Nintendo game buttons. The left side of the Nintendo
3DS has the standard gamepad controller as well as a new circular pad controller. Nintendo 3DS's touch-screen surface is a resistive touch screen. A close hold up the bottom of the Nintendo 3DS shows the location of the main control buttons. The front-facing camera on the Nintendo 3DS can take
images that you can use in applications and games. After you've taken photos, you can use the pen to add your own personal touch to photos. We love Matt! You will occasionally get updates on the Nintendo 3DS either from Nintendo or by walking by other people who play on their own systems. The
Nintendo 3DS sound recorder allows you to play with the microphone to create your own sound effects. Replacing the battery in the Nintendo 3DS is simple - you just need a size 00 Phillips-head to remove the back plate. Nintendo 3DS with rear panel removed. A view of the opened Nintendo 3DS from the
back. Nintendo 3DS battery pops out without much hassle. Only a few screws hold the bottom of the Nintendo 3DS together. Opening nintendo 3DS cavity Guarantee. Let's do it. Here's the circuit for the Nintendo 3DS. The back of the Nintendo 3DS circuit board reveals the contacts for the buttons and
gamepad controls. Lifting the SD card slot reveals Toshiba flash memory chip. Here, nintendo 3DS's resistive touch screen is free of its frame. The flip side of the Nintendo 3DS touch screen is not terribly exciting. Nintendo 3DS case free of its guts. The protective coating has been removed from the 3D
screen on the Nintendo 3DS. Here you can see the rubber pads that rest against the controls' contacts. The back of the Nintendo 3DS 3-D display. You can see the wires and the back of the speakers. Here's the resistive touch screen for the Nintendo 3DS with its protective coverage removed. The back of
the 3DS with all unauthorized items removed. Flip over the rear panel and you'll see the frame on which the electronics are mounted. A closer look at the wires that provide power to the 3-D display and sound system for the Nintendo 3DS. This part of the case serves as the holder for controls and touch
screen display. Nintendo 3DS comes with a 2 gigabyte of SD card from Toshiba. This small chip controls the Nintendo 3DS infrared transceiver. IR chip for Nintendo 3DS next to an SD card to give an idea of scale. This strange-looking component is the interface to the Nintendo 3DS's circle pad controller.
The Wi-Fi board for nintendo 3DS. The long wire is the Wi-Fi antenna. Highlighted is arm cpu for Nintendo 3DS. This chip provides horsepower. This small featured chip in the Nintendo 3DS is a gyroscope sensor made by Invensense. The Fujitsu chip in nintendo 3DS provides random access memory
(RAM) to the device. Toshiba's chip gives the Nintendo 3DS its flash memory storage. This chip from Texas Instruments is a graphics processing device (GPU) that takes some of the burden of generating graphics from the CPU. This mysterious chip in nintendo 3DS seems to be related to the recording of
data. This itty bitty chip is the Nintendo 3DS's accelerometer. A selection of buttons from Nintendo 3DS. Various Nintendo 3DS components. This is how many screws it takes to keep a Nintendo 3DS falling apart. The button gives a sense of scale. HowStuffWorks.com can sometimes be a little cruel to
electronics, but it's all in pursuit of knowledge. This is what a Nintendo 3DS looks like when we're done with it. If you're looking for the best Nintendo 3DS games, there's no shortage of titles to choose from thanks to the console's long lifecycle. 3DS has had several updates over the years, but each was
compatible with its predecessor, and it translates to a large and diverse library. It is becoming increasingly difficult to find a 3DS, and although Nintendo still technically supports the handheld console, it is clear Nintendo is focused on Change games. Yet the legacy of 3DS lives on with a long list of
excellent pocket-sized adventures. Here's our favorite. 1. The Legend of Zelda: A connection between worlds In many ways there are two types of Zelda games. There are 3D adventures that begin with Ocarina of Time, a mode that has gone on to become the standard for subsequent home console Zelda
adventures. The second type is the classic 2D adventure game as the original The Legend of Zelda and its SNES follow-up, A link to the past, the latter of which is often mentioned as the best Zelda game in the series. Serving as a sequel to a link to the past, A Link Between Worlds returns players not

only to the 2D perspective, but to a link to the past map of Hyrule. The kingdom has been relatively peaceful in the decades since the previous game. This peace is threatened when a dark wizard, Yuga, traps the young Princess Zelda - a descendant of the princess from A Link to the past - in a magical
painting. Link, a young apprentice swordsmith unrelated to the previous game altogether, then embarks on a mission to save the princess. Fans of A Link to the Past will enjoy the knowledge, but A Link Between Worlds also turns the Zelda formula on its ear, opens the world from the start and offers all
goods through a rental shop. This allows players to choose their own path through the game's many dungeons and challenges. Read our A Link Between Worlds review 2. Super Mario 3D Land Synonymous with every single Nintendo console is a host of games boasting the brand's lovable, mustachioed
hero, Mario. While almost all are bonafide hits, Super Mario 3D Land takes the cake as 3DS' best Mario game, providing endless amounts of platformer fun. The game was released to critical acclaim in 2011, with many citing its addictive gameplay, amazing 3D capabilities, and impressive level design as
reasons for its greatness. Moreover, newcomers to the series - if they actually exist - will have no trouble picking up the title and understanding the basics immediately. There is a reason Mario remains the popular face of Nintendo, and Super Mario 3D Land continues its reign of platform dominance. Read
our Super Mario 3D Land review 3. Fire Emblem: Awakening After the relatively muted reception to both Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn and Fire Emblem: Shadow Dragon, Nintendo's tactical role-playing game Fire Emblem game was on the verge of being killed forever. Fire Emblem: Awakening, the series'
2013 3DS debut, single-handedly revived the series, which now stands tall among Nintendo's pantheon of popular franchises. With a simple story and more accessible mechanics, including multiple difficulty levels as well as the ability to turn off the permadeath, the compelling gameplay is inviting for genre
fans and novices alike. Read our brand Awakening review 4. Metroid: Samus Returns A reimagining of the 1991 Game Boy classic Metroid II: Return of Samus, Metroid: Samus Returns manages to be both an authentic nostalgia ride and a well-oiled modern platformer. The game takes place immediately
after the events of the game that started the storied franchise. Samus Aran is sent by the Galactic Federation to metroid home world to investigate the power and threat of titular aliens. In keeping with the identity of the 2D Metroid titles, Samus collects power-ups along the way that help her cross to
previously hard-to-reach sections of the winding gaming world. There is a great balance between sticking to the original in terms of world layout and exploration, while providing new features like a map scanner to make the game more modernized. With the power of 3DS, the set pieces are vibrant and
detailed, and the combat mechanics feel more precise and free-flowing. As the first 2D Metroid in 14 years, Metroid: Samus Returns makes you wonder why Samus has been available in the 2D space for so long. One of the last AAA titles to grace 3DS, Samus Returns feels like a wonderful swan song.
Read our Metroid: Samus Returns review 5. Bravely the Standard 3DS has no shortage of major role-playing games. We probably could have filled this list solely with the highest rated RPGs on the system, and would still have to make some difficult cuts. But when it comes to the best of the best, Brave
Standard it is. Brave Default was created by many of the minds behind Final Fantasy, and it's a classic JRPG through. Players take control of a group of characters, adapting their looks and abilities through the game's intricate and deep job system - a feature probably familiar to fans of Final Fantasy. Like
classic JRPGs, Bravely Default's combat encounters play out in turn-based fashion that gives players control over each character's actions. Bravely Default offers its own twist on battle, however, with a host of unique gameplay mechanics like combo meter and auto-combat. BraveLy Default released to
rave reviews and surprising commercial success, prompting Square Enix to release a sequel, Bravely Second. Another sequel is currently being created for the Nintendo Switch, and a demo recently dropped on the eShop. Read our Bravely Default review 6. Shovel Knight Although several different ports
in this game exist, the 3DS version of Shovel Knight consistently receives the highest score. Indie game developer Yacht Club Games designed Shovel Knight to look like gameplay and graphics platformers designed for the original NES. Playing as the titular Shovel Knight, navigate in a 2D environment
while collecting treasure and fighting off hordes of villains affiliated with the Order of No Quarter. Each stage has pretty much the same formula, however, you require to fight Different terrain, grab as much treasure as possible, and defeat a final boss to move on. While it seems pretty simple and
straightforward, Shovel Knight's captivating gameplay makes it a damn hard game to put down, making it one of the best indie games on Nintendo Switch to play. 7. The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D Get game command longevity and reverence that has defined The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of
Time legacy as one of the best N64 games. When the game originally launched on the Nintendo 64 back in 1998, it was heralded as one of the biggest - perhaps even the biggest - games ever made. The title has gone on to frequent many best-of lists, but going back to the N64 title can be, admittedly a
bit difficult given the outdated visuals and presentation. Ocarina of Time 3D, however, solves many of these shortcomings with updated visuals, a slimmer and simpler interface, and even subtle mechanical changes that enhance some of the game's more boring moments, including a hint system and
dedicated quick access buttons for certain elements. Perhaps the best thing about these changes, though, is how well they shape into the existing framework of the game. It's hard to find a fair spot for Ocarina of Time on this list as it's both probably the best game on the platform and a port. Mario Golf:
World Tour Like the Mario Tennis Open before it, Mario Golf: World Tour takes a special worldly sport and puts a zany spin on it. Playing like Mario, Luigi, or a number of other iconic characters from the franchise, players have the opportunity to compete online against human opponents or take on bots in
any of the game's many tournaments. The handheld 3D capacity shines with the World Tour considering that the game animates every shot, chip or putt with beautiful images and an amazing amount of depth. Although the 3DS boasts a small number of sports titles, the World Tour is still one of the
brightest in the console's lineup. 9. Pokémon Sun and Moon Pokémon X and Y brought 3D textures to the series of Pokémon games with amazing results. The gameplay was streamlined, the online component was robust, and it felt like the kick in the pants that the Pokémon franchise needed to stay on
top. With Pokémon Sun and Moon, developer Game Freak was not content to simply copy and paste their previous work into a new field. The new Alola region heralds new forms of classic Pokémon that sport different strengths, weaknesses and appearances, and the game itself tackles issues like the
consumption of Pokémon by humans. However, it is not just doom and gloom. Pokémon Sun and Moon also bring back Mega Evolutions and introduce new Z-movements, which are powerful attacks that are able to change the course of a battle in just a few seconds. If your Pokémon Go-obsessed sibling
is looking to get another fix, Sun and Moon are perfect companion gifts. Given that there are Pokémon exclusive to each version, as well as different day-night bikes, it wouldn't be unreasonable to pick up both versions, either. Read our Pokémon Sun and Moon review 10. Animal Crossing: New Leaf
Animal Crossing games are not like other video games, especially since you are not involved in tense combat or undertaking epic quests. You won't be scratching your head trying to complete complex puzzles either, or sweating against stiff racing competition. Instead, Animal Crossing: New Leaf serves
as a relaxing city management system, slowly building your small town and engaging in various maintenance activities. With New Leaf, you can find yourself decorating home and visiting with neighbors, or spend some quality alone time gardening, fishing, or participating in many other activities. This does
not mean that the game is boring, but because it is the same relaxed pace that makes the title so deceptively addictive. From the moment you assume the mayoralty of your city, you will be busy maintaining the picturesque village, keeping your villagers happy, preparing for vacation and freeing up new
activities to enjoy. The franchise recently struck gold again with Animal Crossing: New Horizons for Nintendo Switch. 11. Mario and Luigi: Dream Team Believe It or Not, Mario and Luigi do much more than jump on Goombas and devour mushrooms in their spare time. Although Mario and Luigi: Dream
Team may not be the latest of the fraternal plumber duo's RPG adventures, it's one of their best and the best available on 3DS. Dream Team takes place simultaneously on the island of Pi'illo (pronounced pillow) and inside Luigi's surreal dream world. While playing in Pi'ill0, players explore the island and
control Mario and Luigi in turn-based combat. When in Luigi's dream world, however, Mario must team up with Luigi's dream avatar, Dreamy Luigi, to engage in a mix of 2D side-scrolling and RPG fighting. Dream Team is a great hybrid that will scratch your itch for both a platformer's stable platformer and
an RPG, while maintaining a sharp sense of charm. 12. The Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask 3D Majora's Mask is a bit of an unsuitable in The Legend of Zelda series. It is both incredibly dark for a Nintendo game and also has one of the riskiest mechanics in the series. Taking place in Termina, a parallel
to Hyrule, Majora's Mask sees Link search for his fairy Navi after the completion of the Ocarina of Time. He quickly finds himself in a strange predicament: he has three days to save the world before the moon crashes and destroys everything. The three-day cycle mechanic, representing about an hour in
real time, turns exploration and progression upside down. If the moon hits, you'll lose all the progress you've made since the last collision. To avoid this, play songs on ocarina to manipulate time. But less progression will always be lost, as well as sign knowledge of Link. The mesh system is inventive and
expands the function of Ocarina of Time in surprising and fun ways. What makes Majora's Mask stand out, beside the constant stress of beating the clock, is the world itself. Out of all the alternative worlds in the Zelda series, Termina still feels the most real. The N64 port plays brilliantly on the 3DS.
Remember though, it plays best on New Nintendo 3DS hardware due to C stick and increased processing power. If you missed the lesser known N64 Zelda the first time around, do yourself a favor and play it on 3DS. 13. Luigi's Mansion: Dark Moon As the long-awaited sequel to Luigi's Mansion, Dark
Moon utilizes what made the original so great, while adding a few fun additions of its own. The game tasks players with examining five haunted mansions in search of the shattered pieces of a ghost-quelling object called Dark Moon. Like so many of Nintendo's exclusive titles, Dark Moon is an inventive
adventure title, one that's filled to the brim with entertaining gameplay. Nintendo hit another home run with this Luigi-centric franchise, and followed it up with a sequel on switch in 2019. Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS Fighting games on 3DS are few and far between, but as luck would have it, one of
the best fighting games of recent years is available on the handheld. Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS brings together a massive list of fighters from Nintendo's franchise and puts them in frantic combat, spanning multiple arenas taken from different games. You will be hard pressed to find a Nintendo
character absent from the game at this point. Gaming icons like Samus and Fox McCloud share the stage with lesser-known brawlers like Ike, Paulina, Shulk, and others. There have even been several new characters added via DLC, including Bayonetta, Street Fighter's Ryu, and Final Fantasy VII's Cloud
Strife. That said, Super Smash Bros. for the Nintendo 3DS is pretty much the same as the Wii U version, but with a few notable differences. The handheld version has a different graphical style and a control system tailored to 3DS hardware, as well as a handful of exclusive stages and a special gameplay
mode called Smash Run. Read our Super Smash Bros. for 3DS review 15. Kirby: Planet Robobot After taking Kirby in the 2.5D platformer, casting him for clay, and even turning him into a piece of yarn, what was the developer HAL Laboratory doing next? Give him a giant robot suit, of course! The title
includes platformer gameplay and combat similar to the previous 3DS installment, Triple Deluxe, along with swappable powers that have become the series' signature feature. Kirby: Planet Robobot is not designed to be special But with Kirby's new mechanical enhancements, you'll be able to outlive your
power fantasies via a pink puffball. Obstacles no longer pose a threat, and if you suck one of your enemies up while wearing the suit, you will change its abilities as well. Both Fire mode and Sword fashion look they could give Titanfall 2's most powerful mechs a run for their money. 16. Xenoblade
Chronicles 3D Xenoblade Chronicles deserves a mention on this list. It's the biggest game on 3DS, featuring a massive open world, giant monsters, hundreds of quests and hours of gameplay to keep you occupied. It's a port of the Wii version, which was called one of the best modern JRPGs when it was
released in 2010, and the 3DS version is one of the highest rated games on the system. So why is it so far down the list? Technically, it is not available on all 3DS systems. Nintendo released a new iteration of its handheld in 2015, confusingly called the New Nintendo 3DS, which included a slew of
upgrades like a stronger processor, better 3D screens, better cameras and a much-needed second thumbstick and set of shoulder buttons. These upgrades - especially the more robust processor and second thumb stick - are what enabled a massive game like Xenoblade Chronicles to be ported to the
handheld. So while we highly recommend the game, it comes with the above warning to only be available on the new 3DS iteration of the software. Before you pick it up, make sure the game is compatible with your system. The game doesn't look good on the 3DS either. The Switch port is the most
beautiful version. 17. Professor Layton and Azran Legacy Level-5's Professor Layton games have long served as some of the best puzzles for Nintendo's handheld, and 2013's Professor Layton and Azran Legacy are arguably the best of the franchise. The game boasts an incredible storyline, attractive
animation, and hundreds of clever puzzles that are sure to flummox even the sharpest of players. After completing the game's single player campaign, you can also participate in a daily puzzle mode that offers up to 365 additional puzzles to solve. Those who use the game's Street Pass functionality have
access to even more puzzles and games, giving the title some of the best replay value for any 3DS game. Period. 18. Kid Icarus: Uprising Kid Icarus: Uprising, an attempt to reboot one of Nintendo's languid NES properties, feels like a fresh take on another Nintendo franchise that doesn't get quite enough
attention, Star Fox. With brilliant flight-based shooting, hilarious and theatrical dialogue from the protagonist Pit, and even a really well-designed online mode, Kid Icarus: Uprising feels like Star Fox in all but name. Drawing on classic Greek mythology, but with a charming, silly Nintendo spin, the game's
boss battles are intense, matters as opposed to anything we've seen from the company yet or since – hopefully the Switch will change that. If you are left-handed, however, be warned that the game makes heavy use of both pen and circle pad – you will need a circle pad pro if you are playing on the
original 3DS – and the title is included 3DS stand tends to turn your hand into a claw within 30 minutes or so. 19. Shin Megami Tensei IV Shin Megami Tensei IV shares much of the same monster-gathering appeal of games as Pokémon, but it's much more hardcore and demanding. The game is set in a
post-apocalyptic version of Japan, which has returned to a feudal society in the wake of several demon invasions. In this world, Samurai acts as guardians fighting and controlling demons using remnants of pre-apocalypse technology. The story is about Flynn, a young samurai caught in the crossfire of the
war between demons and heaven. Shin Megami Tensei IV is part of the Megami Tensei franchise, which is an umbrella covering several well-regarded JRPG series, including Persona and Devil Survivor. The entire franchise is known for its hardcore dungeon crawling and capture-centric gameplay, and
Shin Megami Tensei IV is no different. Players can capture enemy demons, build their skills, and even combine them to create new, stronger demons. Said demons can then be used during battle while exploring the game's labyrinthine dungeons. Shin Megami Tensei IV differs from other Megami Tensei
titles in that it leans heavily on moral choices that ultimately determine the outcome of the game's history. That said, it may take multiple playthrences to see each ending. Put it on, we say. Donkey Kong Country Returns 3D Yet another title ripped from Nintendo's impressive vault, Donkey Kong Country
Returns 3D is a title that reimagines the '94 hit, Donkey Kong Country. Like Donkey - or Diddy - Kong, players run, jump, cart, swing, and barrel their way through a host of well crafted stages. The title was ushered in for its challenging level design upon release, many of which make it a proper tribute to its
predecessor and make it an absolute marvel at 3DS. Fans of the Wii version of the game should not write off this release as a simple reissue either, since Nintendo chose to include a new game mode and a lot of levels that are unique to the 3DS version. It's safe to say that playing like Donkey Kong has
never been more fun. Read our Donkey Kong Country Returns 3D review 21. New Super Mario Bros. 2 Considered by Nintendo in Europe as the rightful successor to Super Mario Bros. 3, New Super Mario Bros. 2 took the franchise back to its 2D roots. With nine worlds to play through, Nintendo treated
gamers to a title that felt familiar but featured its own set of unique Understandably, visuals saw a massive increase in each of them further capitalized on a wealth of vibrant colors and beautiful 3D backgrounds. New Super Mario Bros. 2 also featured co-op gameplay that players unlocked after completing
the game's Solo mode. With its addictive gameplay, beautiful graphics and high level of replay value, New Super Mario Bros. 2 is undoubtedly one of the finest titles available on 3DS. Read our New Super Mario Bros. 2 review 22. Picross 3D: Round 2 puzzles have always had a home on Nintendo's
handheld systems, and with Nintendo 3DS's technology and dual-screen display, Picross 3D: Round 2 is a perfect fit. The game's 3D interface offers a unique take on the number and geometry-based puzzles that make up the genre, and the reward for completing them - which ranges from a virtual cat to a
diorama of Mario jumping into a block - offers enough Nintendo-themed charm to keep you coming back. 23. Mario Kart 7 Get gaming franchises remain consistently fun to play than mario kart franchise, and 3DS' Mario Kart 7 continues this impressive trend for Nintendo. With 16 playable characters and
32 tracks in total – 16 unique numbers and 16 classic tracks – players have access to a huge amount of content at their fingertips. With new additions, such as the ability to use hang gliders and special underwater parts of popular tracks, Mario Kart 7 is more than just a watered-down version of its big
console brethren. Like so many of the other titles in the series, however, Mario Kart 7 crown jewel rests with its multiplayer modes, which allow players to participate in battles or races with up to seven different challengers through the Nintendo Network. 24. Professor Layton vs. Phoenix Wright: Ace
Attorney When the worlds of diligent Professor Hershel Layton and the fiery lawyer Phoenix Wright collide, the two must work together to investigate the mysterious city of Labyrinthia, into which they have been transported after discovering a magical book. You'll use Layton's clever abilities to solve puzzles
and Wright's legal expertise to discover the city's mysteries and defend an ally against charges of witchcraft. While playing as Layton, you'll explore the city of Labyrinthia, gather clues, and solve puzzles. Wright's gameplay, on the other hand, is classic courtroom drama in which you interrogate witnesses,
review your results, and of course shout Objection! as high as possible. Although critics were somewhat critical of the game's decision to separate layton and wright segments from each other, the game was often praised for its history, length and animation. 25. Monster Hunter Generations Monster Hunter
franchise has found popularity on almost all platforms, and the instant success of Monster Hunter Generations for 3DS is proof of that. The game comes complete with the endless capacity and cooperative multiplayer gameplay that the series is known for. Game Hunting Styles allows you to customize
your gameplay to suit your preferences, such as with more terrestrial or air strikes, and similar Hunter Arts helps you land particularly devastating attacks on your prey. And the fact that you can play like a cat is a perk. You can completely play as your favorite household feline, with unique gears and quest
lines only available for the four-legged, furry creatures in Prowler mode. If you own the New 3DS with a built-in C-stick and extra shoulder buttons, you'll be able to control the action even more efficiently, and the 3DS touchscreen can also work to quickly lock on new enemies. Recommendations for editors
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